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Abstract 

Two sections of the Halifax Formation, Mequma 

Group (Lower Pale6zoic) at Ovens Park, Nova Scotia, were 

examined for sedimentary structures, nrain size ann 

facies associations. 

Interpretation of the depositional processes 

and the sedimentary environment was attempted in view of 

modelsof sediment gravity flow ann deep-sea fan deposition. 

The depositional environment is in the min-fan 

area of a deep-sea fan and the bens were viewed as products 

of turbidity flows. The recognition of Bouma .(1962) 

Ta, Tb, and Tc equivalents (Facies A, B, ann C respectively) 

and the pr.esence of fine qrain sediment (very fine sandstone 

to mudstone) suqqests that the processes responsible for 

producinq sequences with: Bouma (1962) n_ivision cha;-acteristics 

are not restricted to sand-size sedi~ents. The nr.esence of 

beds with undulose, wavy bedning- planes anfl beds with 

plane bedding suggests that there may be a distribution or 

"power" within turbidity flows. The wavy, unrlulose beddinq 

results from the rate of deposition decreasinq less rapidly 

with time than the rate of bed load transport. The term 

"low power flow" is usen_ to distinguish strata deposited 

under waning flow conditions, low velocities and low sediment 

concentrations; the term "hinh power flow", is used to distin

guish strata deposited under hinher. velocities and hinher 
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sediment concentration than strata depositecl. under low 

power flow conditions. 

Facies descriptions were related to descriptions o~ 

recent deposits of deep sea fans. Facies associations, as 

defined by sequence analysis, and variations in facies 

associations are believed to reflect chan0es in the power 

of the turbidity flow; the change in the power of the 

turbidity flow, the grain size and senimentary structures 

recoqnized in each facies reflect the depositional environment 

of the turbidite unit. 
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SECTION I - INTRODUCTION 

Geoloqy of the Mequma Group 

The Mequma Group of Nova Scotia is col11posed of the 

flysch-like Goldenville and Halifax Formations (Stevenson, 

1959; Campbell and Schenk, 1967). The dominant litholocry 

of the Goldenville Formation is metasandstone with minor 

interbedded slates; the Halifax Formation is predoMin~ntly 

shale interbedded with thin sandstone layers (Stevenson, 

1959)" 

The thickness of the Goldenville Formation (Wood-

man 1904) exceeds 5600 metres (Fairbault, 1914; Dwyer, 1979); 

the base of this Formation is not exposed. It is conform-

ably overlain by the Halifax Formation (Ami, 1900) which is 

as much as 4400 metre-s thick (Phinney, 1961). The con-Form-

able transition of the Goldenville Formation to Halifax 

Formation occurs as a aradual decrease in the proportion 

of sandstone to shale; (Dwyer, 1979). 

Paucity of fossils makes strati~raphic correlation 

and aqe determination within the Mequma Group di~ricult. 

The qraptoli te· ni·ct ~pn.ema flabelTi·rorme (~iqhwald) is found 

in the upper section of the Halifax Formation, (Crosby, 

1962) indicatina an early Ordovician aae for the uppermost 

section of the Meguma Group. Trace fossils, such as fee~inq 

trails and sand volcanoes attribute~ to burrowina, occur 

in the Goldenville Formation (Dwyer, 1979). 

-1-
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( -The major structural -Features c)-F the H.equma Groun · 

are larqe-, -open -low plunqinq sy-nclines an.c1. anticlines trenn.inn 

northeast-southwest {Fyson, 1966). 

Large granitic plutons have intrude~ th~ Merruma 

Group, metamorphosinq the sediments to hornfels and 

andalusite schists within the pluton aureoles. Rerrional 

metamorphism has changed .. the shales, siltstones and 

quartzwackes of the Halifax Formation to slates and 

quartzwackes of qreenschist.to amphibolite schist 

facies ·(Fyson, -1966; Jc-eppie- and nuecke, ·1979·) ., 

Purpose of the Study 

of the Halifax Formation and is an atteBpt to contribute 

to the questions: 

1. Nhether the Paiifax Formation is an abyssal plain-, 

deep sea fan, continental slope, or a continental shel-F 

deposit. 

2. Whether the Halifax Formation is a contourite or 

a turbidite deposit. 

3. Is the GoTdenv-ill·e to flali·fax Formation transition 

synchronous, supp~y or envirOl.?-n:t~I?-tally relat~d • 

.. 

Thesis Area and LQ_cal Geo!oqy_ 

The thesis area is located at ~rens Park, Lunen-

burg County, Nova Scotia. At the Ovens· Park sections of 
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the Halifax Formation are exposed as seaclifr , polishen 

beach and surf zone outcrop. Two sections o~ strata, one 

at Thunder Cave {Section One, Appendix One) and one at Ovens 

Park Beach {Section Two, Appendix Two) were chosen as the 

study sections. {R~fer to Fiqure 1 for the oeneral locations 

of the sections). 

The straba at Ovens Park strike southwest-northeast 

{050-075 degrees true north) ann dip from near vertical in 

the southern portion of the study area to 40 degrees north-

west in the northern part. The examined sections are located 

on opposing flanks of a large anticline {Fiqure 1). 

Two phases of deformation are recoqnized in the 

strata at Ovens Park. The dominant structure is a north-

east plunging F1 deformation consistinq of an open and rounded 

anticline. Kink planes within the larqe F1 fold in~icate 

an F2 generation of deformation. The F2 generation kink 

planes dip southwest and develop at right anqles to the 

beddinq surface. 

Small sinistral faults follow the kink planes. This 

suggests that faulting and kinking may be·qenetically related. 

Regional metamorphism in the Ovens Park area is low 

grade; grain size and sedimentary structures are preserved 

in the very fine sandstone-medium siltstone units; the fine 

siltstone-mudstone units have been hardened by the meta-

morphism making sedimentary structures rlifficult.to observe .. 

( 
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The examined sections represent a stratiqraphic 

thickness of 50 metres. The lateral exposure of the 

beddincr is limited by the horizontal exposure of the out-

crop, which ranges from one to ten rnet~es. 

Previous ~t>rk 

Several authors have suqgested environments for~ the 

deposition of the Meguma. 

Woodman suggested that a mocl.erate shallow ,turbulent 
" 

sea was the depositional environment (1904). Malcom (1929) 

explained the presence of interbedded.sands and shales 

by suggestinq that variations in runoff, c~anqinq current 

patterns and variations in the subsidence rate chanqed the 

sediment supply. Doualas et al {1938) compared araded 

layers in the Halifax Formation to yearly varves. The ararted 

layers - yearly varves analocry indicated seasonal yariations 

in the sediment supply. This was the first exa~ination 

of part of the r1equma for evidence of periodic tendencies 

in sedimentation. Crosby {1962) also suqqested seasonal 

variations in the sediment supply. 

Phinney {1961) concluded,after examin£n~ a part of 

the Goldenville Formation, that the sand and shale beds 

were turbidites. Taylor (1967) attributed deposition of 

the Goldenville Formation to northwest trendina turbi~ity 

currents in deep water which ceased as water depth decrease~ 

depositinq the sediment of the Halifax Formation. Campbell 

(1966) found a si~ilar distribution pattern for paleocurrent 
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indicators. A study by Schenk (1970) indicates turbidity 

current distribution from a source to the ·southeast 

in a sharp riaht curving direction to the northeast. He 

suggested that deposition may have been modified by bottom 

currents. 

Harris and Schenk (1975) suggested that there was 

some form of asso$'tion of the Halifax and Goldenville 
rl 

Formations. The formations represented "distal" and prox-

imal" facies respectively in a deep sea fan environment .. 

Harris and Schenk (1968) described the Goldenville 

Formation as fluxoturbidites that are typically thick, poorly 

graded sand beds showing features of rapid fluidized 

emplacement and down slope slumpina (Parris, 1971) in 

some cases. They described cylic trends in sedimentation 

as "meqarhythms" which existed vertically on a srn.aller 

scale (25m) and a larger scale (2no to 700~) (Farris 

and Schenk, 1975). A similar study of a section of the 

Goldenville was performed by Dwyer (1979) to determine 

the sedimentary process responsible for deposition of 

part of the Goldenville Formation. 

Methods 

The methods used in this thesis were desiqned to 

help in the study of a stratiqraphic section. Grain size, 

sedimentary structures and beddina plane characteristics 

were_noted. The systematic approach used in thi~ study 

was: 
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1. Examine the outcrop section in detail and note beddina 

plane characteristics, sedimentary structures and paleocurrent 

indicators. 

2. Take representative outcrop samples for thin sections; 

slabbing and polishinq. 

3. Describe the sedimentary structures seen· in the slabbed 

samples. 

4. Perform a petrographic point count of quartz grains to 

determine the relative ;~ean ~rain size of each facies or 

subfacies. This relative nmean qrain size was related to 

the facies or sub-facies. 

A petrographic point count of quartz qrains greater 

than $size was used to determine the approximate qrain 

size of each facies or subfacies. 0uartz qrains smaller 

than 69 were not counted be~ause thin sectiornwere made 

to a thickness of 30 microns, thus the smallest qrain size 

that could be counted was 30 microns. The thin sections 

were made from block samples that were chosen as 

representative samples of the various facies or sub-facies. 

Tne grain_size o~ the facies or subfacies was 

-estimated in the fi~ld by conparison ~vJith the 

standard samples v?hich - · had been 

point counted. Thus-size estim2tes are 

only approximate but comparable throuqhout the section. 

Sedimentary structures were reasonably discernable 

in the field. Detailed descriptions of sedimentary structures 

were developed from block samples that were slabbed, polished 

and examined in the laborator~'· These block samples were 
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considered to be representative samples of each facies or 

subfacies. 

The bedding plane characteristics were described in 

the field; wavy beddinq was oistinguished from planar 

bedding. Paleocurrent indicators exposed on beddinq planes 

were rotated by the "pencil, elastic band and notebook" 

method (Potter and Pettij.dhh,-.. 1963) ann recordert where 

recognizable. 

Selected stratigraphic intervals were chosen for 

facies sequence analysis. Sequence analysis may relate 

these fine grain sediments to coarser sediments. 

Facies relationships an~ sequences can be inter

preted by tallying facies transitions and converting them 

into probabilities. Miall (1973) uses probability matrices 

to describe successions of facies and their interrelationships. 

Cant and Walker (1975) state that the main objection to 

this system of matrices is that it does not show the nature 

of the transitions. 

From the raw data, a transition probability matrix 

was calculated; a second matrix was calculate~ assuming the 

same abundance of facies but the abundance was in a random 

sequence. The probability of transitions of facies A to 

any other facies depends only upon the observed relative 

abundance of other facies. A difference matrix is 

calculated (observed minus random): this matrix hiqhliqhts 
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those transitions that have a hi~her or lower probability 

of occurring than if the sequence were ~andom. 

In the construction of a facies relationship diagram 

the nature of the transitions can be shown by reference to 

the raw data and different line weights of arrows can be 

used to show how much more common certain transitions are. 

Arbitrary rejection of transitions that have a neqative 

and/or low probability of occurrin~ greatly simplified 

the diagram. 
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SECTION II - SEDIMENTOLOGICAL PROCESSES 

Processes of Mass Gravity Transport 

In the deep sea environJTtent JTtuch o-F the seff.iJTtent 

moves by mass qravity transport under the direct influence 

of qravity forces. 

The mechanics of secl.iment -Failure ancl the creoloqical 

conditions that tricrqer failure can explain mass-qravity. 

transport in the rl.eep seas. Nhen secl_iJTtents are il.eposi ted 

on a slope surrounrl.inq a deep-sea basin they will JTtove 

downslope only when shear stress exerted by the force 

of gravity exceeds the shear strenqth of sediJTtent. Shear 

strenqth is defined as a function of the cohesion between 

the qrains plus inter~ranular friction (Rupke, 1978). 

Shear stress can result from several factors: 

1. A steepening- of the slope causeo by undercuttincr by 

waves or currents or by slope failure further downslope. 

2. Thickeninq of the sediment pile ~r deposition. 

A decrease in shear strenqth can be the result o-F 

several factors: 

A) An increase in pore fluirl. pressure leadinq to 

sediJTtent fluioization. 

B) Thixotropic behavior: a process in which the nel

sol transition takes place. Fluirl.ization ano thixotropy 

can be induced by strain created by shock or mechanical 

impact. 

. A substantial thickness an0 weinht of serl.iJTtent must 

accuJTtulate before failure occurs on a slope; qeoloqic 
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conditions that trigger failure tend to be periodic or episodic. 

Mass gravity transport can be divided into three 

types. 

1. Rock falls 

2. Sliding and slumping 

3. Sediment qravity flow 

a) debris flow 

b) qrain flow 

c) fluidized sediment flow 

d) turbidity flow 

(Refer to Fig. 2 f'6r · a schell}atic classification of 

sedimentary gravity flows) 

Only fluidized sediment flow and turbidity flow will. 

be considered, since they are the processes nos·-'c applicable 

to deposition in the deep sea. 

Fluidized Sediment Flow 

Fluidized sediment flows are created when the metastable 

grain fabric of a fluid-sediment mix collapses. The grains no 

longer form a supportive framework, but are·,'" in part, supported 

by the pore fluid. In fluidized sediment flow, the orains 

become suspended and the sediment strenqth is reduced to zero. 

Deposition of fluidized sediments occbrs by a ~radual ·solidi 

ficatioft from the bottom to the top o~ the flow with little 

grain segregation occurring. The common depositional features 

of these flows are poor qradina, sharp bottom and top, no 

traction structures,basal load casts, dish and pillar structures 
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(fluid escape structures), san~ volcanoes an~ convolute 

laminations (Lowe, 1975: Middleton an~ Pa~pton, 1976.) 

Turbidity Flow 

Turbidity .flows are a form of density current in 

which the excess density that drives the current is due to 

suspended sediment. The density of the surroundin~ fluid 

is nearly the same as that of the turbulent suspension 

(Knapp and Bell, 1941). 

A turbidity current moves downslope alan~ the 

bottom because the tan~ential attraction of qravity in 

the suspended sediment is sufficient to keep the ~rains· in 

turbulent suspension and to cause the mass to flow as a 

denser fluid.in an underflow or, if it encounters a denser 

waterrnass, it may spread out alono the top as an interrlow 

(Gould, 1951). A turbi~ity current ceases to exist and flow 

when enounh of the suspende~ load has been deposited so 

that the density of the mass no longer exceeds the ~ensity 

of the surroundinq fluid. 

The main difference between turbidity currents and 

other resedirnentation mechanisms is that turbidity currents 

transport their sediment load in suspension (Ku~en, 1956). 

Turbidity currents are classi~ied into low density 

and hiqh density types on the basis of the non-suspension 

and suspen~ion of sediment (Kuenen , 19517 Rupke, 1978). 

Low density turbidity currents ten~ to be relatively slow 
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and long-lived. Their suspended sediment load is 

largely silt and clay material. Hiqh density turbidity 

currents tend to be relatively fast and short lived. They 

transport mostly sand and coarse silt particles. 

Turbidite Deposits 

A ~urbidity current~~~~otes a density current flow down 

a subaqueous slope) it . can spread horizontally because 

suspended,Redirnent gives it a higher density than the 

surrounding water. A sedimentary deposit resulting from 

the deposition of a t1_n.- bidi ty current is called a turbidite 

or turbidity deposit. 

Bouma (1962) made a comprehensive study of turbidites 

and developed a t.:urbidite facies model. An ideal single 

turbidite consists of five units with certain sedimentary 

structures unique to each unit. (Refer to Figure 3 for a 

diagrammatic presentation). 

1. Graded Interval (Ta) ~ Lowermost part or a Bouma sequence-

it shows graded bedding, although it may be indistinct in 

well-sorted beds. It often has a sandy texture. 

2. Lower Interval of Parallel Lamination (Tb) - Exhibits 

thick, parallel lamina~ of~sand size rnatetial. It usually ~hows 

a gradual contact \vi th the lower grad_ed interval. 

3. Current Ripple Lamination Interval (Tc) - This interval 

consists of fine sand-coarse silt sediments showing small 

current ripple bedding. Climbinq ripples, trouqh cross-stratified 
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ripples and convolute, laminations are usually·present. 

The contact with the lower interval or parallel lamination· is 

often sharp. 

4. Upper Interva'l o·f Pa·ra1lel Lamination (Td) - This zone 

of fine sand to silty clay shows a distinct parallel lamination~· 

It has a distinct contact with the zone of current ripple lamin

ation .. 

5. Pelitic interva·l (TE) - This is a zone of siltstone, 

clayey siltstone or mudstone. It does not show any distinct 

sedimentary structures. Sand content and qrain size decreases 

towards the top and it has a qr~~tional contact with the 

lower· interval. 

Bouma (1962) remarked that a coMplete turbidite sequence 

can only be found in the thick layers of turbidite deposits. 

The most common occurrences are incomplete sequence3ivhere the 

top or bottom intervals may be ~issinq. 

Turbidite muds and silts of deep sea fans and 

abyssal plains are a maior component or deep sea terriqenous 

sediment sequences (Piper, 1978). ·Piper (1978) divicl.ed 

turbidite silts and muds into four division~ ~efer to Fiqure 

3 foradiagrammatic presentation). 

1. Laminated muds (El) - This division immediately overlies 

sand beds. The laminae are 0 ~ 2 mm to· 2:rnm thick and consist 

of alternating silt and silty clay. Indivi0ual laminae are 

often lenticular. Some silt laminae are sharp based, others 
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qrade up from the mud laminae with coarse flat particles 

concentrated at the tops of laminae (Piper, 1972). 

2. Graded Mud (E2 ) - This division is found either above 

the laminated mud or directly overlyinq sand. It shows an 

upward decrease in qrain size that is often accompaniec1. by 

petrographic changes. The mud usually lacks visible primary 

sedimentary structures or show·s very indistinct bedding. 

Grading is often pronounced in beds with substantial amounts 

of very fine carbonate. Thicknesses of graded muds can be 

up to 20 em. Graded muds that rest directly on earlier 

turbidites or non-turbidite sediment have a distinct basal 

zone of silty mud. 

3. Ungraded Mud (E3) - This division overlies qraded 

mud. No systematic primary qradation in qrain size or 

petrology is detectable. Bioturbational mixinq with 

hemipelagic sediments masl<5 qradational trencls in hemipelaqic 

muds. 

4. Hemipelaqic Sediment (F) - This division consists 

of pelagic sediments that settle to the bottom or the sea. 

Stow and Shanmugam (1980) outlined a sequence of 

sedimentary structure in an idealized fine-qrained turbidite 

unit. Nine structural divisions were identified as T0 throuqh 

to Tg. (Refer to Figure 3 for~·-·a niaaraPID1atic presentation) . 

Sedimentary structures were used to define the divisions. 

Basal silt lamina (T0 ) - Characterized ~y ~adinq 

ripples, micro-cross and parallel lamination and sharp-scoured 

load cast base. 
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Convolute laminae (T1 ) - Dominantly muddy; contains thin silt 

laminae which thicken immediately in front of the subiacent 

fadinq ripple crest or which are convoluted "in-phase" with 

the ripples. 

Thin irreqular laminae (T2 ) - Dominantly muddy; characterized 

by low amplitude clirnbinq ripples. 

Thin regul~r laminae (T3) - Dominantly muddy; laminae of silt 

are regular in thickness. 

Indistinct laminae (T4) - Dominantly muddy; laminae of silt are 

thin and wispy. 

r·:rispy, convolute laminae (Ts) - Dominantly muddy; laminae of 

silt are thin and wispy. 

Graded mud (T6 ) - Do111inantly muc1.dy; ~fi-n±n-Ef upwards to muds tone 

with patchy fine silt lenses. 

Unqraded mud (T7 ) - Unqraded horn_oqenous muc1_ with rare coarse 

silt pseudonodules. 

Micro-bioturbated mud (TR) - Muc1 with microburrowinq and silt 

pseudonodules. 

The basal (lenticular) silt laminae (To) is the thickest 

structural unit (about 8mm) and coarsest (coarse silt-very fine 

sand) with a sharp irreqular base. Stow and Shanmucram (1980) 

equated their To-Ts divisio~Eto E1 of Piper (1978), T6 to 

division E2 of Piper (1978), T7 to division E 3 o~ Piper (1978), 

and Tg to division F of Piper (1978). 



Fiqure 1: 

I nterturbidite 
(shale) 

Upper parallel 
laminae 

Ripples, wavy or 
convolute laminae 

Plane parallel 
laminae 

Massive ,ungraded 

Pelag1c sedimentation 
and fine-grain,low density,____,;;~ 
turbidity current deposition 

Upper Flow Regime 

Plane Bed 

Upper Flow Regime 

Rapid deposition and 

quick bed 

Laminated mud 

Wispy convolute laminae 
Indistinct laminae 
Thin regular laminae 

Thin irregular laminae 

( a.lfe,.. 5-fb.., A-nd 
Sh~rr;o? ".!Jar-1/ /'!&:>) 

An illustration or the relationships between the Bouma ~equence, 
Piper's (1978). divisions ror rine qrain turbidites an~ the divisions 

I 
1--' 
co 
I 

nr. Stov.;r an0. Shanmunam (1980) ror rine <~rain turbicl.ites. Bourna (1962) 
and Stow and Shanmuqam (1980) base their classirications on sedimentary 
structures; Piper (197R} base0 his classirication on the qrain size 
0istribution ana sortinq characteristics in Recent, rine qrain 
turbiflites. 
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The Contourite versus Turbidite Prbblem 

Stow and Lovell (1979) noted that a lack of suitable 

criteria for the identification of contourites has lead to 

the paucity of interpretive literature on contourite deposits~ 

Criteria developed by Piper anq Brisco (1975) and Stow and 

Lovell (1979·) were used to determine whether the measured 

sections were contourite or turbidite deposits. A 

summary of these criteria is listed below. 

1. Rapidly deposited sequences {suggested by climbing ripples 

with no stoss side erosio~ are probably of turbidite origin 

(Piper and Brisco, 1975). 

2. Contouritffiare dominantly homogeneous and have poorly 

defined beddinq (Stow and Lovell, 1979)~ 

3. Evidence of 1imi ted Redir.lent supply (such as "starved'' ripples 

and scours not filled l·7 ith coarse s·edinent [Pipe·r · a·iid Hrisco, 19 75)) 

-suggest deposition fro::n contour curren·ts .. 

4. Muddy contourites are dominantly silty muds that are 

medium to poorly sorted and ungraded; sandy contourites are 

dominantly silt to sand siz~; they are well sorted and relatively 

free of mud (Stow and Lovell, 1979). 

5. Highly turbulent (erosive) flows suggest a turbidite oriqin 

(Piper and Brisco, 1975)~ 

6.. Burro\vs and bioturbational P1ot·tling are more common in 

contourite sediments than in turbidite sediments (Stow and 

Lovell, 1979) . 
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The senimentary strata at Ovens Park are dominantly 

muc1stone with laminae of siltstone. Bec1c1ina is well defineo 

ann_ erosive features, such as scon:r. channels and trl{ncateo 

cross-laminations, were frequently observed. Rapi~ly ~eposited 

sequences, which were evioenced by climbinq ripples, are 

common. No evidence of burrowincr or bioturbational Jl1.ottlinq 

could be found in the measured sections and an overall 

fininq up sequence was observed in the strata at Thunder 

C~ve. These observations su~qest that the strata at 

Ovens Park ~re turbidite in origin. 

Schenk (1970) and Harris ann Schenk (lq75) suaqest 

that bottom currents may have been important in the c1eposition 

of the Lower Paleozoic Meguma Group of Nova Scotia but 

Stow and Lovell (1979) arque that Schenk base~ his ar~urnent 

on analysis of regional sedimentation patterns within the 

Mequma Group, rather than on the recocrnition OT any particular 

sediment facies that would be analocrous to rn.onern contourites. 
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SECTION III - FACIE~ 

Facies Description 

The term facies(or facies unit)is used to define a 

distinct section of strata that forms under certain conditions 

of sedimentation and reflect a particular process or environment 

(Reading, 1978). By using the facies concept it is possible 

to subdivide the facies into subfacies or qroup them into facies 

associations or assemblages. 

The thicknesse-~ of the facies .units ,.;ere !-'.easured to the 

nearest 0.5 + 0.25cme This was deemed as an appropriate scale 

for several reasons. 

1. Many significant rhythmic units were found to be as thin 

as 0.5 + 0.25 em. 

2. Unit thickness varies, unitsthinne~- than o.sc~ were foun~ 

to be undulose and intermittent, makino their lateral continuity 

difficult to establish. 

The term grainstone is used to.describe the granular 

(very fine sandstone to fine siltsbone) seciiments of the -facies 

and subfacies. The definition of qrainstone used in carbonate 

sedimentology is used to define the granular component 

of these facies; the term describes the coarse qrain components 

that lack mud and are grain supportect (Dunham, 1962). 

The criteria used to define the facies assemblaaes were: 

1. grainstone: shale ratio 

2. regularity of beddinq 

i) planar beddinq 

ii) undulose bendincr 

3. seclimentary structures 
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4. grain size 

5. horn.ogenei ty of the outcrop (i.e. , is it predoJllinantly 

one sediment type (sandstone, siltstone, mudstone); are there 

thin alternating sequences of siltstone, shale and sandstone 

in a unique combination such as sanclstone-sil tstone-shale; 

siltstone-shale; sandstone-shale-sandstone-shala). 

Facies A - Units of facies A exhibit planar bedding 

and appear massive in outcrop exposures. Mudstone and siltstone 

clasts are frequently observed suspended within this facies 

unit (Plate la, lb). 

Petrographic thin section point count analysis of 

representative samples of facies A indicate that it is 

a very fine sandstone-coarse siltstone, (Appendix 1) with 

the dorn.inant sediment coP1ponent being quartz. This 

quartz i~ varied in size an~ shape but is generally quite 

anqular and shows pronounced undulatory extinction~ Point 

counting also indicates that nomal ancl. reverse qrarlinrr or.cur 

in facies A. 

Facies B - Units of facies B have planar bedding anrt 

exhibit a coarse, parallel laminated texture (Plate 2a, 2b). 

Thin section point count analysis of representative 

samples of facies B indicates that it is a very fine sandstone-

coarse siltstone (Appendix 3) with the dofllinant sedifllent 

component beinq similar to facies A. 

The outcrop texture of facies B suggests that it is a 

massive, parallel lafllinated quartzite. 

Facies C - Units of facies C have well-develope~ ripple 
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laminations (i.e., cross-laminations, trough cross-laminations, 

climbing ripples). Facies Cis divided into two subfacies: 

subfacies c1 exhibits planar beddinq; subfacies C2 exhibits 

wavy beddinq (Plates 3a, 3b, 4a, and 4b). ~~erever 

facies C was observed to be in contact with facies R,_the 

contact was abrupt. 

Facies C is a coarse to medium siltstone (Appendix 1) 

that is approximately 95% grainstone and 5% fine, micaceous 

clay. The dominant sediment component is q~artz; secondary 

sediment components are detrital muscovite ana feldspar. 

The texture of the quartz grains associated with facies C is 

similar to the quartz grains found in facies A. 

The outcrop texture of subfacies C2 and C1 sugqests 

that it is a massive, cross-beddeo, quartzite that has 

a minor amount of mudstone in its laminae. 

Facies D - Facies D consists of thin, alternatinq 

strata of qrainstone and shale (Plates Sa, 5b); the monotonous 

grainstone units were 2.5 em thick or less, the shale units 

were 5 em thick or less. The grainstone component consists 

of medium to coarse siltstone (Appendix 3) the shale 

component is composed of dark grey, medium to fine siltstone 

and mudstone. 

Facies D is divi~ed int6 two subfacies. Subfacies 

D1 has planar beddino while D2 shows wavy beddino. 

Subfacies D1 exhibits planar bedding (i.e., there is one 
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planar bedded mudstone or fine siltstone unit followed by 

a medium to coarse siltstone unit that has planar beddin~); 

each of these units exhibits a sharp contact between each 

other (Plate Sa). Subfacies D2 exhibits wavy, undulose 

beddincr (Plate Sb) .. There is a finincr upward coarse to 

medium siltstone to a fine siltstone-mudstone sediment 

size distributiono 

Sedimentary structures, associated with facies D 

are climbing ripples {Figure 4) planar laminations 

(Figure 5) flute marks (Plate 6a), asymmetric ripple 

marks, ball and pillow structures (Plate 7), load clasts, 

convolute laminations (Plate 6b) and small scour channels 

(Fi9ure 4). Fining upward sequences are characteristic 

of facies D. 

Contacts of facies D with facies_c 

can be either sharp or qradationa1.; the contact of· facies D 

with other facies is usually abrupt. 

Facies E - Facies E consists of fine siltstone 

and mudstone with minor amounts of q~ainstone~ It has 

a very low qrainstone to shale ratio. Facies E is divided 

into three subfacies, which are denoted as subfacies E1, 

subfacies E2, and subfacies E3. 

Subfacies El is a fine siltstone-mudstone unit 

(Appendix 3) with reqular laminations of fine sandstone-medium 

siltstone. The laminations comprise less than twenty percent 

( 
of each measured E1 unit. The la~inae are planar ano measured 

thi(~kne·s'ses are from lmm to Srnrn (Plates qa, 10) . 
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Subfacies E2 is texturally similar to subfacies E1 

except that the fine sandstone-me~ium siltstone la~inae 

are irreqular (wavy) and that lenticular, discontinuous 

layers of lenses of fine sandstone to mediu~ siltstone 

are apparent (Plates Rb, 10). 

Subfacies E3 is a monotonous, homoaeneous,planar 

bedded unit of dark qrey to black clayey siltstone-mudstone 

(Plate 9). No sandstone-medium siltstone laminae are 

apparent in subfacies E3. 

Facies E may hav~ qradational or abrupt contacts 

with fac1es A, B, C, or D. 

The sedimentary structures associated with subfacies 

E1 were in the laminations of the fine sandstone to ~edium 

siltstone. These structures consisted of horizontal and 

inclined la~inations. Shale laminae were frequently observed 

in the thin qrainstone layers. Subfacies E2 had bulbous 

an8 lenticular laminae (Plate 8b) in which starved ripples 

and winnowed beds were observed. The lenticles. of subfacies 

E2 showed fine cross-laminations& The cross laminations 

within the beds are very fine an8 difficult to photooraph, 

but were easily observed in the field. 
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Plate la: shows the massive texture of facies A 

Plate lb: Arrows in plate lb denote the mudstone 
intraclasts that are characteristic or 
facies A. 
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-r-- - -------~-----~-·--- --

·Plate 2a: shows the rhythmic layerina of facies A 
and facies B. 

Plate 2b: exhibits the coarse, parallel laminated 
texture associatea with facies B. 
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Plate 3a 

Plate 3b 

Plate 3a: shows a thick planar bedded Facies C unit (subfacies 
Cl). Tops is to the top of the photo and the top and base of 
the unit are denoted by arrows. 
Plate 3b: The arrows in this phpto denote two thin planar 
bedded units of facies C (subfacies CJ.). Roth photos were 
taken at Thunder Cave. 
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I 
------ --------------------- ----- -- __ I 

Plate 4a: shows two wavy i.lndulose Beds of facies C (suo
facies C2) unit separated f:>y a th.in mudstone 
layer. The observed scale is approximately 
1 .. 5 em wide~ 

Plate 4h: exhibits a thin mudstone laye'r infilling a 
ripple trou0h of a subfacies c2 unit. The 
amplitude of the ripple is approximately 1.5 
em • ·Both photos were taken at Thun~er Cave. 
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Plate 5a 

- I 
I 

Plate Sb 

Plate Sa:exhibits a subfacies Dl unit. 
Plate Sb:exhibits a subfacies D2 unit. Note the rhythmic; 
al ternatinq mudstone an0_ grainstone units. These two photos 
were taken at Thunder Cave. 
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Plate 6a 

Plate 6b 

Photos showing various sedimentary structures associated 
with facies D. In plate 6a, the arrow denotes a flute mark; 
convolute laminations are exhibited in plate 6b. These 
two photos were taken at Thunder Cave. 
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Plate 7 

In plate 7, ball and pillow structures are denoted by 
the arrows. These ball and pillow structures are associated 
with_subfacies D1. This photo was taken_at Thunder Cave., 
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Plate 8a 

Plate 8b 
-- .... _.,--·~ ·- --~ ...... 

Facies E is exhibited in plate 8a and plate Rb. The zone 
denoted by the parenthesis in plate Ba shows a typical 
subfacies E1 unit. The arrows in plate Rb hiqhlight 
lenticular and wavy beddinq that is a characteristic 
of subfacies E2 . These two photos were taken at Ovem 
Park Beach. 
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Plate 9 

In plate 9, the parenthesis hiqhliqht a sub-Facies E3 unit. 
This unit __ is __ und~rlain by subfacies E1 ann ove:t:'lain by 
subfacies E1 • This photo was taken at Ovens Park Reach. 
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Plate 10: parallel laminated R1 units are visible in 
the top an~ the middle of the photo. Other 
facies units that are visible are Clr c2 , 
D2, and E2. The scale is app~oximately 
1.5 em wide. This photo was take at Ovens 
Park Beach. 
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Internal Structures 

Internal structures are common in most beds but 

detailed examination of polished slabs indicates that 

outcrop exposures of internal structures can be cteceptive) 

producing erroneous conclusions as to the ~ec'finerrtary~- structures 
) 

in a facies. 

Cross laminations of Facies D1, for example, are not 

distinquishable at the outcrop but can be re~dily observed 

in polished slab samples. At the outcrop, the coarse silt-

stone-medium siltstone co~ponent of facies D appears 

parallel la~inated. Detailed examination of two representative 

polished block saP1.ples of facies D in0icate that the naraJleJ. 

of polished slab allow various sedimentary structures to be 

discerned that could not be seen in outcrop. The depositional 

environment of the facies that is beina studie0 can be more 

readily interpreted by the detailed examination of the 

polished slabs. 

(i) Graded Bedding: Graded bedding is apparent in all facies 

except facies C and E. The fine grain texture of the facies 

makes outcrop inspection for nraded beddinq difficult; nraded 

bedding can only be recognized- from ~ata derived from thin 

section point counts. Positive ann reverse araden beddina 

ha1 e been observed in facies ?.; -facies R and D exhibit positive 

grading. 

(ii) Parallel Laminations: Coarse, 0istinct ~rid indistinct 
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laterally continuous,parallel laminations are associated 

with facies B. The parallel laminations vary from 0.5 to 10 mm 

in thickness, are more commonly diffuse than well defined 

and are only 0.5 to 4.0 mm apart (Plate /.b). Liqhter and 

darker color differences define laminatior1s which have little 

apparent variations in arain size. The color differences 

reflect increases and decreases in clay content. 

(iii) Cross laminations: Cross laminations are co:rmnon and 

occur in two types. 

A. Cross laminations composed of sediment with 

-little difference in ~rain size. 

B. Cross laminations that alternate coarse siltstone 

and mudstone. 

The cross laminations that are composed of sediment 

with little variation in ~rain size are in the form of pro

grading ana climbing ripples~ Cross laminations ·that alternate 

coarse siltstone and mudstone are represented by scour channels 

and trough cross-stratification. Climbinq and proqradina 

ri:oples are associated with facies G, ·:'if.7hile , trou_gh cross...., 

la;<'linatiqnp are r found in facies C and D. Scour channels 

are only seen in facies D and can only be distinduished in 

polished rock slabs.(Fi~ure ~). 

(iv) Wavy Laminations: Navy laminations are rare; they occur 

in medium to fine siltstone units and have only been observed 

in Facies D.{Fiqure 5). 

(v) Convolute Laminations: Convolute (contorted) laminations 
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are rare,·: having been observed only in facies D. Convolute 

laminations are interpreted as deformation of semi-liquified 

sediment by depositional loadinq (Dzulynski and T"Tal ton, 

1965). 

(vi) Murl Clasts: Fine sil tstone-nudstone lenticcriar· inclusions 

are found individually -or· cluste·rea~-in facies 

A. They are two to fifteen centirnetrecw J.on0 ann. up to three 

centimetres thick. They are 'F.\Ost cprnmonly found near. the l5ase o£ 

a facies A unit (Plates la, lb)o Mud clasts are interpreted 

to be rip-ups from mud deposited from previous secli~ent 

flows. Middleton and Hampton (197G) associated mud clasts 

with fluidized flows. 

(vii) Ripples: Beddinq planes occasionally exhibit 

asymmetric ripples that have sharp crests and amplitudes 

of one to twenty rnillimet·res ,, These ripples are most corrunonly 

observed in facies D; laroe amplitude ripples (0. 5-- 4,() centi-

meters) were observed in facies C (Plate 3b). 

The ripples associated with facies D have qraded mud 

collectincr in the trouqhs anc1 sand and silt size partic.les 

collecting on the stoss side; laminations are continuous 

but chanqe co~position from the stoss to the lee si0e or 

the ripple. These ripples are referred to by Stow and Shanmuna~ 

(1980) as fadinq ripples. ~he ripples associated with facies 

C were climbincr ripples anCl. procrracl.inq ripples; trouqh cross 

laminations are associated with facies C (Fiqure 6, 7). 

Discontinuous fine sandstone to coarse siltstone lenti-

cles· were observed in subfacies E2. These discontinuous 
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Rketch of a polished slab, Facies D. Sedimentary structures 
are noted around the diacrraP,.o :Rlack reqions re-present 
areas of mudstone accumulation. 
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Figure 5: Sketch of a polished slab, Facies D. ~edi~entary structures 
are noted around the diaqram. 
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Fi~ure 6: A sketch of a polished slab, facies C. Sedimentary 
structures are noted around the diaqra~. 
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Figure 7: A sketch of a polished slab, facies C, Sedimentary 
structures are not:ed around the diaqrarn .. 
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lenticles represent: 

1. starvecl. ripples, which developecl c1.urina episocies o-F sec1.i

ment starvation; 

2o incomplete_ boudinage structures .. 

Associated with the lenticles: are bulbous aaaracl.ations 

of silt in what are mainly planar be~s (see'Plate 9 for an 

illustration). The bulbous aqgradations of silt are climbin0 

ripples. 

(viii) Sole Marks: f~le marks are scarce cl.ue to the lack of 

qood exposure of bedding planes. The sole marks are limited 

to current scours such as flute marks; which consist of 

discontinuous elon~ate bulbosii~s (Plate 6a). The flute 

marks are only observen in facies D. 

(ix) Load Structures: LJan structures consist· of sand 

bulqin~ into underlyinq mudstone or orainstone beds. They are 

more bulbous than flutes ann_ are associateil with -Facies c anc1. 

D. 

(x) Fine, ~arallel Laminations: Distinct, -Fine parallel 

laminations are seen in outcrop exposures of -Facies D. The para

llel laminations and arain size become finer up section. An 

examination of a polished section indicates that the parallel 

laminations in facies D develop from wavy laminatiorr s( fiaure 

5 ); this suqqests that the parallel laminations o-F -Facies D 

develop as a result of a ~ecrease in the flow power. 

(xi) Beddinq Planes: Redding planes are predominantly planar; 

some are wavy. T•7avy becldino planes have an amplitude between 

one and -Five centimet~es 1 the norm beinq approximately two 

centimetre . Plates an~ 4billustrate wavv beci~ino lanes with 
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Figure n: A c1iaqram. of the flow re~imes of sand -si,,~~~ sedi:rrtent and two of their character-
istics. Rippled bed and plane beds have been seen in the fine sandstone 
and siltstone units at Ovens Park. Flow renimes that may be analqous to the 
flow reqimes in sanc1 s;;.±;2e sedirn.ent may be responsibJ_e for the formation of these 
bed forms. In the text, these bed forms are describe~ as dev~lopinq under hiqh 
power flow .an0 low power flow conditions; hiqh power flows develop plane 
bed ~orms, low power flows develop ripplea bed forms; low power flows can only 
transport sediments in low·concentration and have relatively slow velocities; 
hiqh .power flows trnnsport hiqh sediment concentration and can transport larqer 
qr~in~ of ~ediment at ~iqh velocities. .. -
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amplitudes of one to five centimetres • Navy bed0ing 

planes were observed in subfacies c2, D2, anc1 R2. '!'hese 

wavy be~ding planes form as a result of aanradation of silt~ 

the aggradation of silt forms climbina ripples (Harms et al, 

1975). Figure 8 shows the various types of bedding planes 

that are associated with upper ancl.I,6wer-Flow recriP1es ani1 

sand particles. Strat:a that.· is eompp..c;~£1:-.-nt'· csilt :Ear±icles 

is kn.own .f"t.O- haye bedf6ms siniliar to the· bedforr:ls in Figure 8 

and the power of the ~epositina flow th~t is associated with t&e 

bedforms ~1: Figur~ ,,a is a~s~~1e~ ~?. !l~~e J q9unt~f.Pa~t depo.si ting 
- ' . . . . . . $;/'l?;;,d/1 rc:- ff;l>se 0..,. ;:;.,w,e 8' . --

flow that Hould develop bedfoms"in silt sediMent"S. 
Boudins form when preexist1nq bodies that are more 

competent than the surrounding rock are seamente0 (Hobbs, 

Means, ann. Hilliams, 1976). Durinq the formation of boudinaae, 

a body, such as a aiven bed
1
is broken up into a series of 

elongate bodies afianerl. parallel to each other. The boun.ins 

" are separated by Material that orininally lay on either side 

of the boudinaae layer. Incomplete bou0inane forn§ 

where preexistina bodi~~ have necked but not broken throunh. 

. t 
Boun.1ns are commonly al;t.qned parallel to the axes of folds" 

~ 

Hobbs, Means, and Williams (1976) state that bouBins 

are commonly large in size and are restricted to certain surfaces 

in a deformed sequence. 

Detailed examination of internal structures innicates 

that wavy bedfl.ina planes develop as true sedimentary features. 

Clirnbina ripples are the senimentary structures that 

develop the wavy beddina planes. 
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SECTION IV - Facies Interpretation and Sequence Anaylsis 

Facies Interpretation 

Facies A - Facies A is a massive posit-ive and reverse 

graded very fine sandstone-coarse siltstone unit. The 

fine siltstone- mudstone rip up intraclasts (Plate lb) 

su0(rest that this facies developed in a hiqh po\.ver reqime., 

It is the coarsest facies and it lacks internal layerinqr 

Facies A characteristics are similar to the Rouma A 

division characteristics. 
\ 

Piper (1973) commented that poorly sorted silts 

lackinq qood grading, laminations .; ann containinq 

dispersed mud and silt clasts are features hard to explain 

by steady tractional bed load deposition; he suqqests unsteady 

flow near the head of the turbidity current and tractional 

bed load movement in the tail or a turbidity current as a 

depositional process for a silt equivalent of a Rouma A 

division{i.e., Facies A). 

Facies B - Facies B is a very fine sandstone - cnarse 

siltstone unit with parallel laminationse It is aenerally 

thinner than units of Facies A. Facies R is similar to 

the Bouma B division; it may represent a hiqh power reaime. 

Facies C - Facies C is an intermixed coarse siltstone 

and medium siltstone with cross laminations neriven. rrom 

current ripples. It is thinner than Facies A and R ana 

it is similar to the Bouma C division. The presence or 

climbing ripples suqqests that in this racies the rate of 
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deposition of sediment is decreasinrr less rapidly with 

time than the rate of bedload transport; the clirnbina 

ripples are good evidence of deposition by turbidity 

currents (Pip~r, personal communication, 19Rl). The 

relationship in Facies C of one cross laminated set to 

another cross laminated set chanqes from erosional in 

the lower part.of the facies to rrradational in the upper 

part. Cross laminations often develop symmetrical 

undulations that form the undulose berldina planes of 

subfacies C2 (Plate 3b)o 

Sub facies C1 units occur Inost frequently above 

facies B units; subfacies C1 and subfacies C2 record rapid 

sediment accumulation from a moderate to low power re~ime. 

Facies D - Facies D consists of medium to fine silt

stone. with interbedded mudstone. Climbina ripples and 

wavy laminations ~rading upwards into fine, na)allel laminations 

suoqe~ts that facies D develops fro~ a decreasingly 

low power regiMe. Convolute laminations an0. flute marks 

associated with this facies suqaests that it was depositerl 

rapidly. Grain size analysis of the flute marks associated 

with this facies indicates flow velocities of 8-12 Gm/sec 

(Fiaure 9, Appendix.3a). 

Facies E - Facies E consists of clayey siltstones, 

ancl. silty mudstones with thin, interbeddecl. coarse to medium 

siltstone. Subfacies E1 consists of muclstones interbedded 
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with thin, re~ular coarse to medium siltstone. Stow and 

Shanmugarn (1980) suggest a low flow regime where thin, 

regular coarse to ~-edium siltstone is interbedded with thick 

shale units. Sub~acies El corresponds to their T3-T4 

divisions which, they suggest, could be found close to 

channels and on fan lobes. Hesse and Chough (19PO), 

describe a Recent,parallel laminated turbidite JTlud unit 
1: 

that is similar in character to facies D fininq up to 

subfacies E1. This ~ecent parallel laminated mud or£ginated 

from channel levee deposits. 

Subfa.cies E2 consists of shale with thin, interbedded, 

lenticular and wavy, medium to coarse siltstone beds. 

This facies corresponds to the T1-T2 divisions of Stow and 

Shanmugam (1980) and facies division E1 of Piper (1978). Stow 

and Shanmuqam (1980) suggest that the divisions T1 and T2 

represent a low flow regime. 

Sub£ acies E3 is primarily homogenious .. ,r.'lqVY ,fine siltstone 

and mudstone. It is analgous to Stow and Shanmugam (1980) 

Ts-T7 divisions and divisions E3 and E2 of Piper (1978)r 

Stow and Shanmugam (1980) state that their Ts-T7 units are 

dominant away from the channel axes. They suqqest that 

divisions Ts-T7 would be found on levees, in interchannel 

areas, on the outer fans ann_ in abyssal p]_ .rlin environments. 

Piper (1978) indicates that his E2 and E1 divisions are 

common in deep sea fan valleys and on the low parts of 

deep sea fans. 

Section one (Appendix 1 has two distinct facies 

assernblaqes one encornpassinq :12. stratr-1 on the base 
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(21.50 - 14.0 metres) and the top (10.5-0.0 metres) or 

the measured section and one that encompasses strata in the 

centre (14. 0 - 10 ._ 0 m) of the section. The strata in the 

. have centre of the sect1on ~ characteristics of Bouma Ta, Tb, 

and Tc divisions. The strata encompassinq the part of 

the section overlyin~ and underlying the central part or 

th d . . have h . . -F e measure sect1on - ·. c aracter1st1cs o _ Bouma T 1 c 

Td, Te, divisions. The section strata from 10.5 - 7.5 metres 

has characteristics of Bouma TcTd-Te divisions, mostly 

Tc-Teu Walker (1979) suggests that sediments consisting 

of silt and clay and that produce Te-Te beds could indicate 

levee or back-levee environments. Mutti (1977) identified 

two types of levee facies: one of interbedded sandstone 

and mudstone (this is similar to facies D) that is deposited 

on the levee face that slopes towards the channel axis, 

and a second similar mudstone facies with very thin beds 

of sandstone and siltstone (similar to subfacies E1) that 

is deposited on the levee crest and the levee face that 

slopes towards adjacent interchannel depressions. It is 

proposed 1 by analogy, facies A, B, and subfacies C represent 

distributary channel facies while facies D and subfacies E1 

would respectively represent levee and back-levee deposits. 

A study of Navy Fan by Normark, Piper and Hess (1979) 

indicates that two assemblages of current patterns 

exist on deep sea fans. One asse~laqe is confined to 

distribut.qry channels and the other assemblaqe develops in 

the_levee, back-levee, and interchannel areas of the deep-

sea fans 
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assembla~e that is derived fro~ distributary channels 

are in a northwesterly direction and have a narrow 

range of distribution. The vectors that represent the 

levee, back levee, and interchannel areas span a west to 

north direction and have a wide range of distribution 

(fi~ure 10; 3a). The paleocurrents assemblage in 

the central portion of the Thunder·cave section (section 

one, Appendix 1 :) has a northern direction with a narrow 

range of distribution (Figure lO:lb): the base and top 

portions of the section have paleocurrent vector assemblages 

that indicate a flow direction towards the northwest, 

these vectors show a wide ranqe o£ distribution (fiaure lO~a). 
. ' 

The paleocurrent vector assemblages in Fiqure lO;lb,. 3b, 

may indicate a facies assembla9e that has restricted flow 

directions, while the vector assembla~es of Fiqure lO;la, 

2a and 3a indicate a facies assemblaqe that has a relatively 

"open" flow direction, i.e. , the only restrictinq condi tior1 

on the flow direction is the direction of the slope of the 

topoqraphy.. Restricted flow conditions exist in the dis-

tributary channels-of deep-sea fans; "open" flow conditions 

exist in the·levee, back-levee, and interchannel areas of 

deep sea fans. The central portion of section one (Appendix 

. '1.-~) may represent a distributary channel facies assemblaqe 

and the base and top portions of section one may represent 

a levee, back-levee, and interchannel areas of a deep-sea fan. 

In section two (~ppendix .:.2··.J) the paleocurrent vectors 
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have a northwest direction with a wide ranoe of distribution 

(figure 11, 2a). This :rrlay inet.icate that section two is composed 

of levee, back-levee, and interchannel seni:rrlents& 

Stow and Shanmu0aP1 (1980) sugqest that contourites 

should show a distinct paleocurrent tren0 with a narrow / 
This is nt>f -fhe ca.-Se a./ Oue..~s .fb..rk a.nci 

range of distribution., J\ fhe facies c1escriptions and paleo-

current trends of the sections neasured at Ovens Pa~k 

would suggest that the strata at Ovens Park ~ere deposited 

by turbidity flows. The thin layerinq of strata indicates 

low sediment concentrations and a grain size analysis of 

a flute mark suggests a relatively slow velocity for the 

turbidity flow (figure _9 ). Waninq current velocites 

during the passaqe of a single flow woulCI develop the observea 

bedding plane features. 

Facies Sequence Analysis 

After defining nine facies and subfacies the problem 

remains of analyzinq their sequence ann Clistillincr the 

sequence into a generalized form that can be used as a basis 

for a facies model. 

Two ways in which facies relationships and sequences 

can be interpreted are: 

1. By a "Facies Relationship Diaaram". 

2. By tallyinq facies transitions and convertinq into 

probabilities. A ~1~rkov chain analysis can be performed 

on the probabilities. These probabilities are oraanized into 

matrices. 
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Analytical Method 

The method used in this thesis is an analytical 

method devised to _analyze for facies successions... Four 

"steps"for analytical transitions were performed to distil 

the most probable sequence of facies in the sequence. The 

information described below is derived from Farhauqh 

and Bonham-Carter (1970). 

The analysis is a simple first--order Markov 

chain analysis •. This analysis depends only on sinqle steps, 

it analyzes for the relationship between a qiven be0 and 

the next bed immediately succeedinq it. The first step 

is referred to as a tally matrix or a transition count 

matrix. It tabulates the number of times that all possible 

vertical facies transitions occur in a qiven stratiqraphic 

succession. The row number denotes the lower bed of each 

transition couplet. The upper bed is denoted by the 

column number. Elements of the transition count matrix 

are referred to by the symbol ti,j .. , where i = row number 

and j =column number. Where i :::= j, transitions have 

only been recorded where the facies shows a chanqe in character~ 

Probability matrices are derived from the transition 

count matrix. One matrix represents the probability of a qiven 

transition occurrina randoMly. Given any state i , the 

probability of this state being succeeded by any other state i 

is dependent only on the relative proportions o~- the various 

states present. Thus: 
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( 
\ 

rij = sj/(t-si) 

t - total number of hens = fij, 

sj = the sum of f'. 
-~] for the ith column of the f rnatrix 

si = the sum of f'. --l] for the ith rov of the f matrix 

In the method outlined above i = j transitions 

are not permitted, thus the total ranqe of possibilities 

must be set to exclude them. This component must be 

subtracted from the equation. 

The second matrix containing element pi4 qives 

the probabilities of a qiven transition occurring in 

a given section. 

. . f' ·; . PlJ = __ lJ Sl 

The value of a p matrix row sums to one an~ thus 

reflects a Markovian relationship. 

A difference matrix is constructed in which 

dij = pij -rij 

Positive entries in the rl matrix serve to emphasize-

the Markov property by indicatinq which tran~itions have 

occurreo more frequently than random frequency., 

To test the significance of the differences between 

the p matrix and the r matrix a chi-squared test is performed. 

The statistical test for the Markov property as described 

by Harbouqh and Bonham-Carter (1970) distinouishes between 

the idea: that successive events are indepenaent of each 

other or the events are not in0ependent. If the events are 

( 
dependent on each other they may form a first or0er Markov 

\_ 
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-2 ln ~- .\ = 2 ~ f i j 
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pij = probability in cell i j of matrix 
"" f"i 

pj = probabilities for the jth column (=pij = i fij/ ~.fi 4) 
i. .c,J 

mij = transition frequency total in cell ijj of the tally 

matrix 

m = total number of states 

The number of degrees of freedo:rn. = (m-1) 2 

The null hypothesis is that the vertical succession 

of strata was derived by random variation in the depositiona~ 

mechanism. 
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( Facies Sequence Interpretation 

This section is aevoted to the interpretation of 

the facies sequence and presentinq the facies relationships 

as a local model. 

, Thunder Cave ·- Section One (Appendix One).. (Refer 

to figure 11 for a diagrammatic presentation of the facies 

sequence). 

The close association between facies A, B, and 

subfacies C1, and the negligible probability of a facies 

A or B transition to facies D , E, or subfacies C2 ·(see 

f' __ lqure llb) suqqests that the mechanism of deposition 

of facies A and B is not the same as the mechanism for 

the deposition of facies D, E and subfacies C2. The 

mechanism for the deposition of subfacies C1 is 

related to the mechanism for the deposition of facies A 

and B; since there is an association between subfacies 

C1 and sub facies E1 a depositional relationship rn.ust .exist 

between these two subfacies. 

The massive character of facies A and the coarse, 

parallel laminated character of facies B are characteristics 

similar to the Bouma A and B divisions of sand turbidites. 

Bouma A and B divisions are interpreted to have been 

deposited under upper flow reqime conditions (0alker,l97~; 

fiqure 8 ). Upper flow reqime conditions inclu~e hiqh 

velocity flows and hiqh sediment concentrations. These 

! 
conditions,with respect to the flow reqirne,are outlined 

in fiqure 8 At Thuno.er Cave, a small ( ~ 15 centimetres 

cl e e p ) c h a. nne l ':"as o h s e r \' e cl an r1 ( l o c D rr1e n t e c1 ( s e c t ion 0::-:. e , 
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Appendix 1 ), near the base of the section; this channel 

was filled.with sediments that had the characteristics 

of facies A and B. ·Nelson (1975) stated that Bouma 

(1962) Tab units -are deposited in middJe and lower fan 

valleys. Using the data of Nelson (1975) and the observation 

of the small channel filled with facies A and B divisions, 

the facies A and B divisions are interpreted as deep sea fan 

valley - distributary channel deposits and to have been 

deposited under high flow power conditions. Subfacies C1 

with its plane bedding and climbing ripples, probably 

represents a unit that was deposited under lower-flow 

conditions than facies A and B. The presence or planar 

beddinq and ·the lack of si~nificant (<5%) amounts of 

mudstone suqgests that there was sufficient turbulence in 

the turbini ty flow to keep the fine silt anfl muc1 partic-les 

suspended but insufficient turbulence to prevent .the 0evelop-

ment of climbinn ripples. The association of subfacies 

C1 with facies B suggests that the decrease in flow power 
wi.fh;n f.he. 

takes placeA · ;i\channel rather than outsifle the channel 

but the association of subfacies Cl with subfacies F.l 

suggests that subfacies c1 is deposited outside the fan valley -

distributa,ry channels. Facies c1 is interpreted to be an 

inter-intrachannel facies. 

The seque~ce of tra~sitions 

observed in Figure~ llb suqqests that 
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an upward decrease in flow power occurs. Subfacies El 

and D1 develop when the flow power is sufficient to produce 

plane beds; subfacies E2 and D2 develop when the flow 

power is too low to develop plane beds but sufficient. 

to develop wavy, undulose bedding planes. Subfacies E2 

and D2 may represent a distal extensions of subfacies B1 
, e s !e c f; &J ely; 

and Dl Asubfacies E2 and D2 develop when the turbidity 

flow has lost so much flow power that it produces wavy, 

undulose bedding planes. Possible depositional sites 

for subfacies E1 and Dl would be on channel levees ann 

depositional sites for subfacies E2 and D2 would be 

back-levee and interchannel areas. Schenk and Parris (1975) 

suggested that·strata of the Halifax Formation at Rlack Rock 
1-,c..ve 

Beach that Rharacteristics of subfacies E2 and o2 , 
were 

Adeposited as overbank turbi0ites (?). 

Subfacies C2 has a hiqh probability of a transition 

to subfacies E3 and subfacies D1. The wavy undulose bedding 

planes and the high percentage (>5%) of mu~stone in the 

grainstone fabric suggest that subfacies c2 was deposited 

by a turbidity flow with low flow ·power. The presence of 

climbinq grainstone ripples and the high proportion of 

grainstone (>90%) in th{s facies suqqests that this subfacies 

may be related to subfacies Cr. The transition of sub-

facies c2 to subfacies D1 suqgests that the flow power 

of subfacies C2 is higher than the flow·power of subfacies o1 • 
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li plausible explanation of this pheno:rneron woulc1 have 

subfacies C2 requirinq a hirrher flow power to transport 

its coarse bed load than subfacies D1, which has a finer 

srain fabric than subfacies C2. ~Vhen the coarse secti:rnents 

in the turbidity current have been depositec1 as subfacies 

C2, the flow power may be sufficient to develop plane beds 

in· the fine grain sediments that are associated with subfacies 

n1 . The high probability of subfacies c2 transcendinq to 

subfacies E3 may be the result of an insufficient supply 

of fine qrainstone sediment (in the turbidity flow) that' 

would produce grainstone beds that are characteristic of 

facies D or subfacies R1 and E2. Possible depositional 

sites for subfacies c2 would be similar.to subfacies c1 , 

but a higher proportion of subfacies C2 woulc.l_ be found 

in the interchannel areas of deep-sea fans- since this woul0 be 

the most probable re~lm of low power.turbidity currents~ The 

relationship of subfacies C1 w1.tl1 ·subfacies D1 sugqests the · 

existence of subfacies C1 in or near a distributary channel. 

Thus, subfacies c2 can be considered an intra-interch~nnel 

faci!es. Subfacies E3 is either an end of flow facies or a 

hemipelaqic facies . 

......-.Ovens .. -,.._·:Park- --Ba_a~h - Section Two (Appendix -~) .. (Refer 

to Figure 12 for a diagrammatic presentation of" this 

facies sequence.) 

The fabies relationship and characteristics in this 

section are basically similar to the facies relationships in 

the section measured at Thunder Ca·ve. 
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. Since-2 in: ."-is :mu-ch~- greater than ?(2 value, the null hypo
thesis can be rejected. 

.. .. 

:Pij 

::d ... 
IJ 

_Fiqure 12a: Facies Relationship diagram showina the transitions that 
occur :more commonly than rando:m. This facies relationship 
model represents a section :measureCI. at Ovens Park Reach. 

Fiqure 1:-~b: Facies Relationship ctiaqra~ showin0 the transitions that 
occur rnost cornJTtonlv ( > +- • }_n): This -facies relationshin 
model re~;:resents a sec·tion measure n.t Ovens Park P.'?ach. 
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In this section, the high probability of the 

transition of subfacies C1 to E2, D2 to E2, and C2 to 

E2 (Figure 12b) suggests that: 

1. A loss of turbulence prevents qrain-

stone sediments from being suspended. 

2. Grainstone sediment starvation has occurred; 

{there is no longer . -~~ough -'"- arainstone 

reftlainincr in turbulent suspension):> ·.the -lack of 9TainstonB::-;..prevents 
. ' . 

tlle developr(\ent of viaVy neddiflC] that is .·_a·.-_,characteristic of 

subfacies D2 and E2~- ·-~there may be sufficient ~rains tone 

sediment available to form the lenti~ies that =are 

characteristic of subfacies E2. 

The hicrh probability of transitio:1 ~ from subfacies E1 

to E3, D1 to E3, can be explained by suqgesting 

processes similar to those that occurred in the sub·facies Cl 

to E2, D2 to E2, and C2 to E2 transitions, namely: 1., loss 

of turbulence, arid ~. grainstone sediment starvation. 

The transition of subfacies E1 to D2 probably suggests 

a decrease in flow power of the turbidity current and the 

transition of subfacies C1 to E1 can be explained as a 

process similar to that which occurred at Thunder Cave. The 

upward transitions of subfacies E3~C2, and FJ--~·~Dlr 

(~igure 12b) , probably represents the ~eposition of a new 

turbin.ity deposit on the nend of the flow" deposit (subfacies E3). 

The most probable area for the rleposition of the 

strata associate~ with the section at Ovens Park Beach woul~ be 

the rnirt-fan region of the deep-sea fan. The most probable 

area for the deposition of the strat t Thunder Cave woul 

be ~ ~ stributary 
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channeL leve~back-levee reqion in the mi~fan area of a deep 

sea fan. 
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Ficrure 13: 

' Downfon Flow ond Gradients 

=:. Loterol Flow and Gradients 

~ ·sand and Grovel Bosui 
fiJ Sond Plain 
lfa Sond and Silt 
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( .. fter 'Nelt~m1 t1r5) 
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I 

An illustration of the various features of a rleep sea ¥an. In section 
BLB, Bouma. Ta ancl. Tb units are found in the il.istributary. channel; Te
Te units ar.e founn. ne·a.r- 'the cl1Cl1lnel as over bank n.ep-osi ts. RouP1a 
equivalent faciei A, B, an~~.are founrl at Thunder. Cave. Strata with 
no Bouma Ta or Tb equivalents, but with Rouma Tc, Td and Te equivalents 
are founrl at Ovens Park Reach. 
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SECTION V-CONCLUSIONS 

Conclusions 

1. The strata at Ovens Park are composed of very fine 

sandstone, siltstone and mudstone. 

2. Sedimentary structures and the similarity of facies 
1 

A, B, and C to Bouma Ta, Tb, and Tc divisions respectively 

suggest that these units were deposited by turbidity flows~ 

The sedimentary structures observed in facies D and E suggest 

that these units were deposited by turbidity flows. 

3. The fining-up sequence in the strata at Thunder cave 

suggests these strata were deposited by turbidity flows. 

4. Two distinct types of bed forms were distinguished at 

the Ovens Park study area:a)wavy and lenticular beds,b)plane 

beds. Plane beds are associated \·lith divisions of the Bouma 

sequence with upper flow regime characteristics(Ta,Tb); wavy 

and lefiticular bedforms are found only in divisions of the 

Bouma sequence that have lower flow regime characteristics 

(Tc, Td, and Te1. Plane beds are associated with facies A and 

B. \qavy and lenticular beds are associated with facies C, D, 

and E. Thus facies A and B form under high power flow conditions 

while facies C and D may form under high or lew flow power 

conditions.Plane bedding may indicate the proximity of a facies 

unit to the 
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source of the turbidity flow, wavy and lenticular beils 

may develop as a result of waning velocities and decreasing 

turbulence in a turbidity flow.(Refer to Figure 14 for an 

illustration). 

Se Lenticular beds develop through a process of 

grainstone sediment starvation and grainstone agqr~gation 

in a moderately turbulent turbidity flow. 

6. Facies A, B and subfacies C1 occur in close mutual 

association. The sedimentary structures observed in the 

units suggest that the. depositional mechanism had a 

higher flow power relative to the depositional mechanism 

that deposited facies D, F., and subfacies c2. 

7. Facies D has characteristics siMilar to the characteristics 

of the Bouma Tc and Td divisions. Subfacies El and E2 have 

characteristics similar to division E1 of Piper (1978) and 

and division Tl to T6 nf Stow and Shanmuqam (1980). Divisions 

E2 and E3 of_Piper (197?) and divisions T6 and T7 of Stow 

and Shanmugam (1980) have characteristics similar to subfacies 

E2 • Subfacies E3 has characteristics similar to division 

F of Piper (1980) and division Tg of Stow and Shanmugam (1980). 

8. The data of Appendix 1 suggest· a coarsening~up trend 

in the hiqher flow ~ower units (facies A ana B) and a fininq 

up trend in the low~r flow power deposits (facies C, D, and F). 

9. Facies A and B are probably associated with distributary 

channels (Fiqure 13).Subfacies Cl is an inter-J.ntrachannel 
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facies while ~acies D and F represent levee, back-

levee, and interchannel facies within the strata at Ovens 

Park. Subfacies C2, D2, ann E2 may represent: a) ctistal 

turbidties correlatives of subfacies C1, D1, and E1, b) 

sediment deposits that were deposited under waning flow 

power conditions. 

Information derived from. Nelson (1975) (Fiqure 13) 

suggests that the strata at Ovens Park were depo~ited.in the 

middle fan reqion of a deep sea fan. 

10.. The Halifax Formation probably represents a nci_istal" 

turbidite member of the Meguma Group. The quartz qrain type, 

and the sediment size and paleocurrent ctirections surrqest 

that the Halifax Formation represents a "distal" component 

of a deep sea fan complex. The Goldenville Formation 

represents a "proximal" mern.ber of a deeP sea fan complex 

Q"uartz qrains in the Goldenville Formation, (Dwyer, 1979) 

have a larger size than the quartz· qrains in the Ralifax 

Formation at Ovens Park; paleocurrents of the Goldenville 

Formation in the area (Campbell, 1966) have a trend that 

is approximately the same as the trend found at Ovens Park .. 

This "proximal" and "distal" concept is similar to the 

"proximal" and "distal" concept proposed by Harris and 

Schenk (1968, 1975). Schenk an~ Harris surrnested that the 

Goldenville Formation was proximal relative to the 

Halifax Formation (which was considered a distal- deposit). 
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11. Paleocurrent indicators used to assist in distinquishing 

the channel facies assemblaqe from the overbank-interdis

tributary channel _facies sugqest the source of sediment 

was from the south. This conclusion is similar to that of 

Schenk (1970), and ~arris and Scl1enk (1975) who suqqested 

a south-easterly source area for the sediments. 

12. Subfacies D2 ann E2 are similar to the strata documented 

by Harris and Schenk (1975) at Black Rock Beach. Parris an~ 

Schenk (1975) suggest that the units that they documented 

may be overbank turbidites (?). A similar conclusion was 

derived from the data in this thesis, namely, that subfacies 

02 and E2 represent interchannel turbidite deposits 

(overbank turbidites). 
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(Section l,Thunder Cave) 
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Appendix 2 
(Section 2, Ovens Park Beach) 
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Appendix 3 
(Bar Graphs Shov-Ting the Grain Size 

Distribution in Facies A,B,C,n 
and E) 







Appendix 3A 

i .. 
flute Mark 

6
()- Number of quartz groin~ counted =292 

fine Silt-cloy content: 25% 

... 
c 
0 
0 30 
~ 

0 

Diometer(0 units) 

Approximate Size Distribution of nuartz 

Grains in a Flute Mark from a Facies D 

Unit. 

Note: The clay content was estimated by visual analysis by 
usinq ·the "Comparison Chart for Estimatinq Percentaae Composition" 
(Richard, T. and Chlinqer, Gu''·, 1955) as a stan~ard reference. 
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Markov Chain Analysis - First Order 

Natural processes that are random in their occurrence 

also exhibit an etfect in which previous events influence, 

but do not rigidly control, subsequent events, these are 

referred to as Markov processes. A Markov process is 

a process in which the probability of the process being in a 

given state at a particular time may be c1.educeci. from know

ledge of the immediately preceding state. A form of a 

Markov process 

as a sequence 

is a Markov chain, which may be regarded 

chain of discrete states in time in which 

the probability of the transition from one state to a qiven 

state in the next step in the chain depends upon the 

previous state. 

A Markov chain may be regarded as a series of trans

itions between different states such that the probabilities 

associated with each transition depeno only on the irrunediately 

preceding state and not on how the process arrived in that 

state. The general form of a Markov chain.is such that it 

contains a finite number of states and the probabilities 

associated with the transitions between states are stationary. 

The transitions have a very short menory,Rxtending. for only 

a. single step at a time and ceasing beyond that step. If 

the probabilities associated with each transition are 

extended so that events associated with each transition 

depend on events earlier than the immediately precedinq event 

the Markov chain is a higher order chain. 



! An event in a Markov association can be expressed 

as a probability simply by dividinq that event by the total 

number of events to which that event is associated.. Esti-

mates of probability values can be substituted for the 

events listing the transition frequencies. These probability 

values are termed Markov transition probabilitiesc These 

probabilities can be ordered into a transition matrix, in 

which the number of rows equals the number of columns 

corresponding to the number of states.. The probability 

value of each row sums to one (l)r which, in effect, says 

that there is absolute certainty of a transition from 

each state to some state in the next event in the chain of 

finite eventso 

Markov processes can be classifieo into two groups 

1) Discrete time, and 2) continuous time. ~oth of these 

groups can be subdivided to discrete state and continuous 

state subgroups. 

Markov probability matrices provide a succinct 

description of the behavior of a Markov chain. Bach element 

in the matrix represents the probability from a particular 

state to the next state. 

The aspect of memory in a Markov chain involves 

conditional probability; this implies that the probability 

of a particular event is conditional on some other event. 

Consider probability independent of other events; Pr[x] 

additional information is received that modifies the probability .. 

The probability of y upon receipt of x is: Pr[y/x] which is 

chains are one way 



of dealing with sequences of events whose probabilities 

are conditional on some other event. 

Transitions in any series of observations that 

involve either discrete-state or discrete-ti~e phenomena 

can be described by a matrix of transition probabilities 

provided that there is a finite number of states in 

the system. 

A statistical test for the Markov property for~s 

an important component of the tools of the experimenter. 

The test distinguishes between the two alternative 

hypothesis that either the successive events are in0ependent 

of each other (the null hypothesis) or events are not 

independent. If not independent, they can form a first 

order Markov chain. Usinq the equation presented in 

Section IV and the degrees of freedom presented in 

Section IV, and if we make the level of siqnificance 

~= 0.05, a table of x2 values can be consulted. If 

the value of the test equation is much ~reater than the x2 

v~lue, the null hypothesis can be rejected (i.e., ·independent 

event processes) and we can accept that the transitions 

have the Markov property. 



Estimated Time Spent on Thesis: 

Mappinq an0. Field Nark 

12 days- fall '80- winter '81- mappinq.and loqqinrr. sections 

3 days - notes, photos 

Laboratory 

1 week - polishinq slabs of block saJllples 

2 days - rlescribinq sedimentary structures 

Readinq 

Summer 1980, fall 19RO, winter 1980-81 - tirn_e perrni ttinrr -

for backqround research 

Writin~ 

Winter 1980 - time permittinq 

Winter 1981- 8 weeks (time permittinq). 
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